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SKU: 422OZ8




$19.99



Shipping calculated at checkout.





	High gloss Butter Car Wax
	Ultimate wet look, silky soft feel, and deep shine finish
	Designed to protect your paint for longer with less applications
	Non-staining formula great for cars, RVs, motorcycles, and trucks
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1 Gallon
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PRODUCT INFORMATION 







3D POXY falls into the category waxes called, show car waxes or finishing waxes. The reason for this is because it’s pure protection. There are not chemical cleaners or abrasives like you find in AIO type products. This is a dedicated product for protecting the paint will adding a deep, wet, high gloss shine that slick and slippery to the touch like we all love. Because it has no cleaners or abrasives and thus no ability to remove paint defects like swirls, scratches, oxidation, and water spots, it should ONLY be used on pant that is already in new or excellent condition. This includes brand new cars fresh off the dealership’s showroom floor or immediately after the paint on any vehicles has been professionally cleaned and polished.

3D on the outside of the bottle means you can trust the product on the inside of the bottle.

What is it? - 3D POXY is a non-cleaning, hybrid sealant/wax. This means it’s’ a blended paint protection product made from both man-made synthetic protection ingredients fused with naturally occurring fossilized Montan Wax. It contains zero abrasives or chemical cleaners and for this reason should only be used on paint that is clean and smooth to the touch like brand new vehicles or paint that has been recently corrected.

Montan Wax is a naturally occurring bituminous wax found in brown or lignite coal deposits. It is hard, non-toxic, and highly resistant to decomposition. In simpler terms, it doesn’t break-down as easy as other wax ingredient options commonly used in the car care industry. When used as an ingredient in automotive waxes it imparts a scuff-resistance, high water repellency and a super high gloss shine. 

Because Montan Wax both impermeable and also proven to be highly chemical resistant, it excels as just one of the protection ingredients used in 3D POXY to protect your car’s paint. Another favorable characteristic is that Montan Wax offers excellent heat-resistance, making it a great choice for use in outdoor environments where your vehicle is exposed to direct sunlight over extended periods of time.

3D POXY offers fast application by hand or machine and after fully drying, (about 15 to 20 minutes), wipe-off is super easy. This is a great choice for large items like high-end RVs and also brand-new trucks, suvs and cars. The resulting finish is slick and slippery to the touch, this helps to decrease risk of marring and also makes drying faster and safer.

What does it do? - Seals the surface of your car’s paint with a long lasting, high gloss, scuff-resistant, chemical resistant, water-resistant and heat-resistant layer of protection.

When do you use it? - On paint that is in new and/or excellent condition. This includes cars that are brand new when the paint is still smooth to the touch without any below surface paint defects like swirls, scratches, water spots or oxidation. 

3D POXY is also an excellent topper for additional protection, longevity, gloss, and shine after first using 3D SPEED to correct neglected paint on older cars.

Why use 3D POXY over other options? - 3D POXY provides excellent paint protection, longevity plus gloss, depth, and shine in a single, easy to use liquid form that can be applied by hand or machine. Because this is a BLENDED product you get the features and benefits of multiple paint protection ingredients. Waxes and sealants that are singular, that is the protection aspect is based upon a single ingredient or substance can only offer limited features and benefits.

The biggest enemy to automotive clearcoats are chemical attack followed by marring followed by water spotting due to all the contamination in all water sources including city water, well water and rainwater.

3D POXY is highly chemical resistant, mar-resistant and water-resistant. Besides how it excels past the competition when it comes to protecting your car’s paint, it’s also super easy to apply and like 3D SPEED – super easy to wipe-off.

The gloss and shine are exceptional but what people really love is how 3D POXY leaves your car’s paint feeling super slick and slippery to the touch. And this makes washing faster, easier, and safer.

	Hybrid blend of synthetic & Montan wax.
	Superior chemical and high heat resistance.
	Longer lasting protection than traditional waxes.
	Fast application by hand or machine with effortless wipe-off.
	Non-staining formula will not stain plastic trim.
	Zero-dusting, streak-free no smear crystal clear results.
	Perfect Topper for 3D SPEED.
	For brand new cars, trucks suvs, rvs, motorcycles, boats, and aircraft
	Green technology, Earth friendly, biodegradable, Prop 65 and V.O.C. compliant.







Directions 







IMPORTANT: Always work on a cool, clean surface in the shade. Always shake liquid waxes well before and during use.
 By Hand
 Step 1: Using a clean microfiber or foam applicator pad, apply a quarter size drop of product to the face of the applicator pad and using an overlapping circular motion apply and spread over a section of a body panel. The goal is to lay down a thin, uniform layer of product. Repeat this until you have applied a thin, uniform layer of 3D POXY to the entire vehicle. Allow 10 to 20 minutes for the product to fully dry.
 Step 2: After the 3D POXY has dried to a haze, normally around 15 to 20 minutes, remove the wax beginning with the panel where you first applied the wax and then following your path-of-travel, gently and carefully removing the wax using a clean, soft microfiber towel. Turn the towel over or fold to a clean side often. For best results, use plenty of clean, dry soft microfiber towels.
 By Machine
 Step 1: Using an orbital polisher with a soft foam polishing or finishing pad, apply 4-5 nickel sized drops of 3D POXY to the face of the pad. Set the tool speed dial to a medium speed setting and methodically move the pad over each body panel to lay down a thin, uniform layer of wax. Continue this process until the entire vehicle has a thin, uniform layer of wax. Allow 10 to 20 minutes for the 3D POXY to fully dry.
 Step 2: After the 3D POXY has dried to a haze, normally around 15 to 20 minutes, remove the wax beginning with the panel where you first applied the wax and then following your path-of-travel, gently and carefully removing the wax using a clean, soft microfiber towel. 
 Turn the towel over or fold to a clean side often. For best results, use plenty of clean, dry soft microfiber towels.






Additional Information 







Maintenance
 In-between normal washing use 3D Bead It Up or 3D Final Touch with multiple clean, dry microfiber towels to remove light dust, fingerprints, and smudges.
 Washing
 Use 3D Pink Car Soap or 3D Wash N Wax to carefully wash and rinse your car. Always dry after rinsing. For that just detailed look, spritz either 3D Bead it Up or 3D Final Touch onto one panel at a time as a drying and glossing aid.






Video 















CUSTOMER REVIEWS 








greg k.
Owner of Riverfront Detail in Little Rock, Arkansas.38 yrs in very high end detail service.+city fleet. Great product,Good price,easy to work with and a little goes a long way. Thank you GK


Rafael
easy to use and leaves the car shiny after polishing if polishing is needed

Eric O.
Love the fact that you don't have to worry about going over the black plastic trim. Makes it a lot more user friendly and the amazing smell is the cherry on top!

Adam C.
I'm used to old tech waxes, so this blew my mind. Usually you leave a wax on and then are sad when you go to remove it.
The bottle says to leave it on for at least 15, longer the better. I've loved all the other 3d products I've tried, so I said- fine, overnight then.
Wiped off so easy that I thought I might be removing the wax. Nope, smooth as silk feel, water can't hold on.
This surface was 3000 sanded, so take that into context, just about no peel... its not quite perfect, but really close.

Michael B.
still havent received this order. emailed shipping help address from the company page order confirmation. still no responce.

Ed P.
Top of the Line Carnuba/sealer -used for years-easy WOWO

chris h.
easy on, following 3d speed... Great look and polish. Not 100% equal to dedicated wax, but nice..

Leo
Great

Tim D.
Another product to add to my collection. A nice finishing touch once the paint is polished. Turns out very smooth and makes the finish look like glass. 

Michael S.
This wax went on smooth and like melted butter. Removing with a microfiber towel was easy and after using a DA orbital with a Uro-fiber buffing pad, the Mercedes 500 SL I detailed for a client was magnificent. The glossy slick feel and fact no residue or chalking occurred was what all detailers want. Just simply a great final dressing after paint correction, polish and sealing have taken place.

Matt H.
Was extremely excited to give this stuff a try, and it didn’t disappoint one bit! The amount slickness this product gives to the paint is unreal. Removal is super easy, and it provides excellent depth. This wax just climbed up to the top of my list. If you get anything on this site make sure to grab yourself a bottle of this to go with it! 

Joe I.
Very good product 

David S.
Amazing Wax , make it like brand new paint , easy to apply easy wipe of with brilliant results fantastic wax ✨✨✨

Jose E.
I like it a lot I put 4 stars because I don't know how it last or react to water I just applied today... Can use it on outside with heat and still easy to take off

Richard B.
Strip washed, BDX, and clay to decontaminate. Speed to correct and clean. Top coat of Poxy. Wow! The paint was super smooth and slick. Color deepened slightly (richer shade of blue). Beads like crazy. Will top with BeaditUp and should be all set. I really like the 3D lineup.

ronald v.
have not had a bad experience with any 3d products. highly recommend for a professional finish!!

Jim Curtis
Great shine
I wish I could add pictures here. I have now used this on about 5 cars with amazing results. The paint is smooth and slick. The shine is so deep. I did a black car last week and when done the pictures of the door looked like you were looking into a mirror. I have used it after 3D one and Speed. I also did one truck with just touching up some spots, and it still came out great and this was a 17 year old truck. This is now my go to product. Customers are just incredibly happy with the results and some feel the car looks better than when they bought it new.

Larry Atkins
Easy to use look’s great,will be my go to product

William Gamble
Consumer
Great shine and looks I'm seeing how long it lasts
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SKU: 425OZ8



PRODUCT TYPE: Car Wash Solutions




$21.99
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PRODUCT TYPE: Car Wash Solutions




$15.99
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Final Touch Detail Spray
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PRODUCT TYPE: Car Wash Solutions




$15.49
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PRODUCT TYPE: Leather & Vinyl
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Questions About Your Order?

Send us a message via the chat icon or send us an email at support@3dproducts.com and we will get back to you between 8:30am and 5:00pm PST, Monday to Friday.



Return Policy

We have a 30 day return policy from the day you receive your order.

To be eligible for a return, your item must be in the same condition that you received it, unused and in its original packaging.

To start your return, please message us via the chat icon or send an email to support@3dproducts.com.

Please remember that it can take several days for your bank or credit card company to process the refund after we initiated the refund on our end.

Damages & Issues

Please inspect your order upon delivery and contact us immediately via email at support@3dproducts.com or the chat icon on 3Dproducts.com if the item was damaged in transit or if you received the wrong item by mistake so we can resolve the issue as quickly as possible.



Exchanges

We do not accept exchanges, however, if you have a purchase that is approved for a return, you may send it back to us for a full refund and proceed with a new separate order for the items you are looking to purchase.

Money Back Guarantee

We are so confident in the quality and results of our products that we offer a full Money Back Guarantee if you are not 100% satisfied with your purchase.

If for any reason you are not 100% satisfied with any of our products, you can send an email to support@3dproducts.com within 30 days of receiving your order.

We will provide you with a full refund including any shipping costs you may have paid.

This offer does not include accessories, equipment, or aerosols and is only valid for orders placed online at 3DProducts.com.

For a complete list of terms and our full return policy, please visit our official Return Policy and Terms of Service.

Shipping

We currently only ship anywhere in the Continental U.S. Most orders over $49.00 automatically receive free shipping.

Contact Information

Phone: 661-250-2020
Email: support@3dproducts.com

3D Car Care
Shipping Department
26321 Ferry Court
Santa Clarita, CA 91355




























Thanks for subscribing!
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We have a 30 day return policy from the day you receive your order.

To be eligible for a return, your item must be in the same condition that you received it, unused and in its original packaging.

To start your return, please send an email to support@3dproducts.com.

Please remember that it can take several days for your bank or credit card company to process the refund after we initiated the refund on our end.

Damages & Issues

Please inspect your order upon delivery and contact us immediately through our self-service portal at support@3dproducts.com if the item was damaged in transit or if you received the wrong item by mistake so we can resolve the issue as quickly as possible.



Exchanges

We do not accept exchanges, however, if you have a purchase that is approved for a return, you may send it back to us for a full refund and proceed with a new separate order for the items you are looking to purchase.




























Thanks for contacting us. We'll get back to you as soon as possible.
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